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Abstract
My teachers had a difficult time teaching me how to find the surface area of a 3-D object, especially
when I was looking at a 2-dimensional diagram. My goal is to teach people the concept of area and
volume of a platonic solid through the use of 3-D pull up nets. A platonic solid is a regular, convex
polyhedron. It is constructed by congruent, regular, polygonal faces with the same number of faces
meeting at each vertex. Five solids meet these criteria: a tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron,
or icosahedron. In 1994, mathematics educator Bob Vertes introduced E.B. Meenan to the idea of Pullup polyhedron nets. These nets could be created using only a card and string and easily folded up into a
beautiful, three-dimensional shape. Applications: Learning about volume and area through the use of
platonic solids facilitates understanding and therefore easier for a person to apply these concepts in life.
Using Pull-up nets is helpful to students who are visual or hands-on learners. Platonic solids are the
basis for engineering, architecture, and geometry. Pull-nets can be used in many areas of life. Pull-up
nets can form the basic design element of multiple objects from tents and bowls to prosthetic limbs. I
want to advance the use of pull-up nets for tent-design, and as the basis for prosthetic limb design. One
other interesting questions I will explore include: 1. Is there only one pull-up net for each Platonic solid.
A good starting point to explore this question is to consider the eleven distinct nets of a cube. I will
explore if each of these formations form a string based Pull-up net. 2. What about other nets for other
shapes like a tetrahedron (triangular pyramid)? 3. What about other polyhedra, do they have pull-up
nets? My research based on the work of Bob Vertes, EB Meenan and BG Thomas makes understanding
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